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Vesta shown paired with Tabla tables in our walnut finish, our laminated table solution can add residential 
touches to waiting rooms and common areas that require aesthetically pleasing and highly durable furniture. 



FULL CONTACT FROM BASE TO FLOOR 
One curvy design with tons of upholstery options

Color Options

Canyon Wildberry Meadow Mojave Pine Cone

River Rock Lagoon Sea Spray Graphite

Available in Arm & Armless With & Without Upholstery

Ligature resistant design with full 
contact to the floor around the 
entire base.

Hundreds of upholstery options.

Rotationally molded 
frame for durability and 
optimum cleanability

Double stitched cushions with 
hidden staples to avoid tampering

Available in 9 colors

Safe secure ballasting with 
underside threaded screw cap.

Non-removable steel encased 
floor glides for floor protection.



Engineered for Safety
The Vesta chair collection provides a 
unique blend of ultra-safe design with 
beautiful curved surfaces and colors.  
The sweeping form fully contacts the 
floor to mitigate ligature points and can 
be ballasted for extra security.  The 
rotationally-molded polyethylene is easy to 
sanitize and provides superior durability. 
 

Vesta’s attractive residential appearance 
is an appropriate complement to any 
interior environment.  Vesta is available 
in several colors and hundreds of 
upholstery options.  Cushioning is double 
stitched and attached with hidden staples 
and secure hardware to assist in keeping 
products safe and tamper-resistant.

Vesta shown paired with Forte Cafe tables, our laminated top and molded base table solution that can add 
residential touches to cafeterias, break rooms, common areas and any other space that requires aesthetically 
pleasing and highly durable furniture. 

Go to www.norix.com/fabrics to view all our upholstery options.

Designed for Beauty

Vesta arm chair shown paired 
with our Large Round Mix-up 
with an upholstered top and 
Raven molded base. 


